
Img9521- Set of two lavender sachets 

These gorgeous and luxurious sachets are filled with vibrant lavender scents. This set of two 

sachets are made of a linen fabric with a beautiful and elegant embroidered strip depicting the 

lavender flower.  The satin ribbon on the top gives a rich and finished look to the sachet.  This 

set of sachets are hand sewn and filled with French lavender for a delightful room-filling scent.  

Perfect for drawers, closets, cupboards and more, these sachets measure approximately three 

inches wide and five inches tall. 

Img9477 – Set of three heart sachets 

This set of three mini sachets are hand sewn and made with an off-white linen fabric.  Each 

sachet has a bright red embroidered heart on the front and is delicately accented with a matching 

red satin ribbon at the top.  These sachets are each filled with French lavender and measure 

approximately two inches in width and three inches in height.  These mini sachets are perfect to 

slide into sock drawers, a car cabin, or even under the sink for a discreet and delightful scent 

every time you open a door. 

Img9440 – Set of two heart sachets 

Keep this sachet near a ceiling fan or vent to fill the whole room with a sweet and decadent 

scent.  This set of two hand-sewn sachets are decorated with a heart printed pattern on white 

cotton.  Accented with a beautiful red satin ribbon, these sachets fill any room, drawer, cupboard 

or closet with an amazing smell.  Guests will wonder where that sweet scent is coming from 

when they smell French lavender throughout the room.  Measuring only three inches wide and 

five inches tall, these sachets have a vibrant scent that carries throughout the room. 

 Img9556 – Heart Lavender Sachet 

This adorable sachet is perfect to show off in any powder room or foyer.  This hand sewn 

hanging sachet is great to use as a scent-controlling tool or even a decorative piece.  The sachet 

is cut and sewn into the shape of a heart and made from lavender printed cotton fabric.  The 

handle made from an accented bright purple satin ribbon makes this sachet easy to hang on a 

door handle, on a closet hanger, or any kind of hook around the house.  Measuring 

approximately five inches tall and five inches wide, the heart-shaped sachet filled with French 

lavender is both functional and decorative. 

Img9529 – Hanging Snowflake 

For a winter feeling in the home, choosing a snowflake themed sachet is ideal to match the 

season and other decorations in a home.  This hanging snowflake sachet is approximately five 

and a half inches wide and five and a half inches tall.  Designed to hang in a diamond shape, this 

sachet is made of red and white linen fabric with an embroidered white snowflake shown against 

a deep red on the front.  The sachet is able to hang from a doorknob, hook, closet hanger, or 



ceiling fan and fills the room with the sweet scent of French lavender.  Guests will find this 

seasonal sachet unique and clever. 

 


